What Makes a Brand Look Expensive?
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Abstract
Branding is a powerful tool that companies use to control
the perception of their products’ quality and price. A company’s website is a digital vehicle for conveying this brand
information. The look and feel of a website often influence
a customer’s impression of a brand’s price category. To understand what makes a brand look expensive, we evaluate
the website designs of two industries — watches and cars.
We ran a crowdsourced study to collect ratings of perceived
cost based on web page screenshots. By training a random forest regression model over these ratings, we learned
which visual features of website design are predictive of
perceived cost.
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Introduction
Branding is a powerful tool that companies use to control
the perception of their products’ quality and price. A company’s website is a digital vehicle for conveying this brand
information. The look and feel of a website often influence a
customer’s impression of a brand’s price category. Percep-

tion, however, is not always reality: the branding information
communicated by a website can make an economy brand
appear like a luxury one, and vice versa 1.
This paper asks the question, “What makes a brand look
expensive?” To answer it, we analyze website designs in
two industries – watches and cars. We ran a crowdsourced
study to collect ratings of perceived cost based on web
page screenshots. By training a random forest regression
model over these ratings, we learned that visual features
such as number of featured products and colors are predictive of perceived cost. Moreover, we found that these
predictive features are not necessarily the same across industries.

Related Work
Prior work has studied how low-level visual and structural
features of website design influence higher-level aesthetic
qualities such as visual complexity and attractiveness [6, 7,
10, 12]. Researchers have developed models that explicitly focus on users’ first impressions of website aesthetics,
which are strongly correlated with perceived usability and
trustworthiness [5, 9]. Moreover, work in computational advertising has explored how features such as whitespace
and logo colors affect brand perceptions [3, 8].

Figure 1: Watch brands with their
perceived and actual price. The
perceived price of (a) and (b) are
consistent with their actual price
while those of (c) and (d) are not.

To learn a computational model of perceived price for a
brand’s website, we compute visual features similar to those
used by prior work. We then use random forest regression
with backwards elimination to both predict perceived price
ratings and identify the most important features that influence these ratings.

Figure 2: We built a web-based crowdsourcing interface to collect
perceived price labels. Based on the website screenshot, users
are asked to categorize a brand on a 5-pt price scale, where 1
corresponds to the cheapest brands and 5 corresponds to the
most expensive ones.

Data
We scraped the marketing websites of 78 watch and 81 car
companies. For each site, we compute and store its screenshot and a set of visual features. To collect perceived price
labels for each company, we built a web-based crowdsourcing interface, which presents users with website screenshots in randomized order, and asks them to categorize
the brand on a 5-pt price scale, where 1 corresponds to
the cheapest brands and 5 corresponds to the most expensive ones (Figure 2). To remove bias around prior brand
familiarity, we blur out the company name and logo in the
screenshots.
We recruited participants from Facebook and Amazon Mechanical Turk and collected a total of 2000 price labels for
watch brands and 681 price labels for car brands. On average, each watch brand received 26 price ratings and each

Figure 3: Distribution of perceived price ratings collected for
watches (left) and cars (right).

car brand received 8 price ratings. We computed the average price rating for each brand and used it as the target
value for regression. The distributions of perceived price
ratings for the two datasets are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4: Comparison between the perceived price rating and the
actual price rating of watch brands. Brands in the upper left and
lower right have the greatest disparity between perceived and
actual price ratings.

To measure how closely perception matches reality, we
scraped actual price categories for each watch brand from
Watchuseek Forums [2]. Figure 4 shows how the perceived
price ratings for a subset of watch brands compares with
their actual price ratings. Brands above the dashed line
are perceived to be less expensive than they actually are,
whereas, brands below the line are perceived to be more
expensive than they actually are. Therefore, brands in the
upper left and lower right of the plot have the greatest disparity between perceived and actual price ratings.

[8, 9]. While most features are computed automatically, we
manually count the number of products found in screenshots as an approximate measure of visual complexity. The
features are described in more detail below.

Features

Mean and Standard Deviation of HSL: The mean and standard deviation of a screenshot’s HSL channels.

For each watch and car company, we compute a set of 20
features over its screenshot. Given that colors play an important role in determining aesthetic styles and brand perception [3, 9, 12], we compute several color-based features
such as mean and standard deviation of a screenshot’s
HSL and RGB channels. We also compute visual features
such as colorfulness and whitespace, similar to prior work

Mean and Standard Deviation of RGB: The mean and standard deviation of a screenshot’s RGB channels.

Number of colors: The number of colors in a website. Each
channel in RGB is represented with 5 bits.
Dominant color : The percentage of a screenshot covered
by its most frequent RGB color.

Watches
Cars

MSE
0.31
0.68

MAE
0.45
0.70

Table 1: Mean squared error (MSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE) of predicted price ratings for watches and cars.

Figure 5: An original screenshot (left) and its computed
whitespace in green (right).

Colorfulness: The sum of a screenshot’s mean and standard deviation of saturation [11]. Whitespace: The percentage of a screenshot that is whitespace. We iterate over the
screenshot with a 5x5 pixel window. If the RGB Manhattan distance between any two pixels in a window is below a
threshold, we count the pixels as whitespace.
Number of products: The number of products — watches
or cars depending on the dataset — in each website. Three
students independently extracted this feature by manually
examining screenshots, and discussed to reach consensus
for screenshots where different numbers were recorded.

Model
Based on the crowdsourced price ratings and the computed
design features, we learn a random forest regression model
that predicts the price rating for a brand’s website. Using
backward elimination, we iteratively remove features that
are not predictive of perceived price [4, 9]. We train two
separate regression models for watches and cars using
Python scikit-learn [1].
To evaluate the performance of the model, we compute 4fold cross validation and measure the mean square error
(MSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). During back-

ward elimination, we use MSE to determine which features contribute the least to the model’s accuracy, remove
them, and retrain. Once the model’s accuracy cannot be
improved, we use the variable importance measure given
by the random forest model to rank features that are most
predictive of perceived price rating.

Results
For the watch regression model, the MSE of predicted price
ratings is 0.31, and the MAE is 0.45; for the car regression
model, the MSE of predicted price ratings is 0.68 and the
MAE is 0.70 (Table 1).
The features most predictive of perceived price are shown
in Table 2. A watch website design composed of many
products, many colors, little whitespace, and a large standard deviation of lightness will be perceived as a cheap
brand. Similarly, a car website design composed of many
products, a large standard deviation of saturation, a large
standard deviation of hue, and many colors will be perceived as a cheap brand. Figure 7 visually illustrates the
relationship between perceived price ratings and the predictive features.

Watches

Cars

Top Predictive Features
Number of products
Number of colors
Whitespace
SDev of Lightness
Number of products
SDev of Saturation
SDev of Hue
Number of colors

Table 2: The features that are the most predictive of perceived
price for the watches are car datasets.

While the watch and car regression models had two predictive features in common, they were not identical. We
would like to analyze a broader set of industries to see if
the predictive features are similar across industries or vastly
different.
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